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Background: Q-PCR is the method of choice for PCR- based transcriptomics and validating microarray-based and RNA-
seq results. Proper application of this technology requires proper normalization to correct as much as possible errors 
propagating during RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis 
Objectives: The investigation was performed to find stable reference genes in sunflower under shifting in ambient 
temperature.
Materials and Methods: Sequences of five well-known reference genes of Arabidopsis (Actin, Ubiquitin, Elongation 
factor-1, GAPDH, and SAND) and one well-known reference gene inاhuman, Importin, were subjected to BLASTX 
against sunflower databases and the relevant genes were subjected to primer designing for q-PCR. Two sunflower inbred 
lines were cultivated at two dates so that anthesis occurred at nearly 30 °C and 40 °C (heat stress). The experiment was 
repeated for two years. Q-PCR was run on samples taken for two planting date separately at the beginning of anthesis for 
each genotype from leaf, taproots, receptacle base, immature and mature disc flowers and on pooled samples comprising 
of the tissues for each genotype, planting dates and also all tissues for both genotypes and both planting dates. Basic 
statistical properties of each candidate gene across all the samples were calculated. Furthermore, gene expression stability 
analysis was done for six candidate reference genes on Cq mean of two years using three independent algorithms, geNorm, 
Bestkeeper, and Refinder.
Results: Designed primers for Actin2, SAND, GAPDH, Ubiquitin, EF-1a, and Importin yielded a single peak in melting 
curve analysis indicating specificity of the PCR reaction. Basic statistical analysis showed that Actin2 and EF-1a had the 
highest and lowest expression levels across all the samples, respectively. Actin2 appeared to be the most stable reference 
gene across all the samples based on the three used algorithms. Pairwise variation analysis revealed that for samples 
taken under ambient temperature of 30 °C, Actin2, EF-1a, SAND and for those taken under ambient temperature of 40 
°C, Actin2, EF-1a, Importin and SAND have to be used for normalization in q-PCR studies. Moreover, it is suggested that 
normalization to be based on Actin2, SAND and EF-1a for vegetative tissues and Actin2, EF-1a, SAND and Importin for 
reproductive tissues.
Conclusions: In the present research, proper reference genes for normalization of gene expression studies under heat 
stress conditions were introduced. Moreover, the presence of genotype-by- planting date interaction effects and tissue 
specific gene expression pattern on the behavior of the most three stable reference genes was indicated
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1. Background
Climate change significantly affects crop physiology, 
especially by elevating ambient temperature (1). Indeed, 
it has caused a violation in phenological-developmental 
stages; for instance, flowering time faces warmer tempe-
ratures compared with before. The molecular bases of 
these changes in plant biology need to be elucidated 
through molecular tools such as q-PCR. 
Gene expression analysis is the backbone of trans-
criptomics and the related sciences. Starting from Northern 
blotting (2) gene expression analysis methods subjected 
to evolutions towards high throughput platforms, such as 
RNASeq (3). In this evolution of technology and concept, 
quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (q-PCR) has 
been introduced as the most sensitive, accurate, and 
reliable methods (4) to validate data obtained by other 
methods (5). 
Factors such as variation in the amount of input total 
RNA, the efficiency of complementary DNA (cDNA) 
synthesis, and (messenger RNA) mRNA degradation 
severely influence gene expression measurements via 
q-PCR. Thus, selecting and using appropriate reference 
genes are crucial steps in gene expression analysis (6). 
Reference genes have traditionally been selected 
from constitutively and stably expressed genes. To 
meet these criteria, genes involved in basic cellular 
functions and structures (7) have been evaluated in 
many plants. For example, stable reference genes 
have been identified and evaluated in gene expression 
analysis in response to abiotic and biotic stresses in 
Hordeum brevisubulatum (8), cowpea (9), and wheat 
(10). Moreover, stably expressed reference genes at 
various developmental stages have been evaluated 
and reported in different plants such as soybean (11), 
Brassica juncea (12), and sunflower (13). Ochogavía 
et al. (13) evaluated stability of five commonly used 
reference genes Actin, Elongation factor1, Plastid-
encode RNA polymerase, Tubulin, and Ubiquitin in 
addition to five new candidates in different tissues at 
various developmental stages. 
Sunflower is a staple oil seed crop with kernel oil content 
of about 55%. In terms of oil production, sunflower 
is ranked as the fourth most important oily crop in 
the world (14). The crop shows wide adaptability to 
various climate conditions, attracting much attentions 
for breeding with the aim of yield improvement (15).  
Under high ambient temperature, and exceeding a 
threshold (defined as the temperature above which 

growth and reproduction of a species is negatively 
affected (16), plants experience heat stress. The intensity 
of the effect of environmental stresses on the plants 
depends on the stress severity, plant developmental stages, 
and duration of stress conditions (17). In sunflower, 
when heat stress occurs during anthesis, pollen and ovule 
sterility may occur (18, 19); thus, anthesis is the sensitive 
stage influenced by heat stress (20). There is variation 
in the threshold temperature among genotypes (21) 
and different growth stages (20). It has been indicated 
that temperatures above 27 °C can result in dramatic 
problems in the growth rate and embryo survival of 
sunflowers (19). Based on the previous studies, high 
temperature affects leaf growth. For example, Rawson 
and Hindmarsh (22) reported that temperatures above 
36 °C decreased leaf growth period by 1.04 days °C-1 
in sunflowers. Moreover, heat stress can accelerate leaf 
senescence in many plant species (23). 
Selection and validation of stable reference genes under 
heat stress situation has been performed in Hordeum 
brevisubulatum (8), Diospyros kaki (24), and Cajanus 
cajan (25). Sinha et al. (25) evaluated the expression 
stability of 10 commonly used housekeeping genes 
(EF1α, UBQ10, GAPDH, 18Sr RNA, 25Sr RNA, 
TUB6, ACT1, IF4α, UBC, and HSP90) in root, stem, 
and leaves tissues of Cajanus cajan under heat stress. 
They found UBC, HSP90, and GAPDH were the most 
stable reference genes under heat stress. In wild barley 
Hordeum brevisubulatum, 11 candidate reference genes, 
including Actin, ADP-ribosylation factor 1, Cyclophilin 
2, Elongation factor 1-a, Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase, Heat shock protein 90, Alpha-tubulin, 
Beta-tubulin 6, Ubiquitin, 18SrRNA-1 and 18SrRNA-3 
were subjected to the expression stabilities analysis 
in shoots and roots under various stress conditions 
including heat stress. There are a few studies on the 
expression stability of candidate reference genes in 
sunflower (13, 26), but no study was conducted on 
candidate genes stably expressed under different 
ambient temperatures. 

2. Objectives
Investigation on the gene expression under high ambient 
temperature is demanding especially under climate 
change conditions. As far as the authors know, no 
reference genes have been introduced in sunflower in high 
temperatures. The aim of this study was to find the most 
stable reference genes for gene expression normalization 
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in q-PCR studies under heat stress in sunflowers.

3. Material and Methods
The methodology, annotations, and terms used in this 
paper are in accordance with the MIQE guidelines (27).

3.1. Plant Genetic Materials and Treatments
Sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) inbred lines of B- 
line19 and Bline-1221, developed at the Oil Seed Crop 
Research Department, Seed and Plant Improvement 
Institute (SPII), Karaj, Iran, were used in this investigation. 
Seeds of the inbred lines were planted 25 cm apart 
on 4 m length rows, with row spacing of 60 cm. The 
experiment was conducted in two years, 2017 and 
2018, in a complete randomized block design with 
three replicates. Inbred line (in two levels) and planting 
date (in two levels) were considered as factors. Planting 
dates were chosen such that the onset of anthesis occurs 
when the ambient temperature were 32±2 °C and 40 ±1 
°C. The first planting date was in mid-April and a 10-
day interval was used for the next three planting dates. 
NPK fertilizers were supplied based on soil analysis. 
Weeds were controlled manually. Plots were irrigated 
every 14 days before anthesis. 
Sampling was performed at the beginning of anthesis 
in two replicates (out of three replicates).  The leaf 
sample consisted of leaf the blade and its stalk. Roots 
were taken out from the wet soil by shovel based on the 
method described by Trachsel et al. (28). Sampling was 
also performed from a similar region of the receptacle 
base in all plants. For flower sampling, all immature 

and mature disk flowers were collected by a razor. The 
specimen was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and kept 
under -80 °C for further analysis.

3.2. Selection of Candidate Reference Genes and 
Design of Specific Primers
Sequences of five well-known reference genes of 
Arabidopsis (Actin, Ubiquitin, Elongation factor-1, 
GAPDH, and SAND) (29), and one well-known reference 
gene in humans, Importin (30) were subjected to BLASTX 
against Helianthus annuus databases in National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and the orthologous 
genes were identified in sunflower (Table 1). Primers of 
sunflower candidate genes were designed using Oligo 7 
(31). The criteria for primer designing were as follows 
(32):
An amplicon size of 100-150 base pairs (bp), annealing 
temperature of 60 ± 2 °C, GC content of 40% to 60% 
and primer length of 18-24 bp. All primers were 
synthesized by SinaClon Company (SinaClon, Iran).

3.3. Gene Expression Experiment
Total RNA was extracted from 100mg of the frozen 
samples using TransZol Up Plus RNA Extraction 
kit (Beijing, China) according to the manufacturer’s 
instruction. Quantity and quality of the RNA was 
evaluated by Nanodrop (ND-1000 Spectrophotometer, 
Thermo Scientific, Wilmington DC, USA) and agarose 
gel electrophoresis. After treating the total RNA with 
RNase-free DNaseI (Roche, Mannheim, Germany), 
q-PCR was done using Actin2 primer pairs (Table 1) to 

Gene name Genebank ID
Forward
(5’ to 3’)

Reverse
(5’ to 3’)

Amplicon length
Orthologue in 
Arabidopsis

GAPDG 110920787 GATGACATGGTGAAGGTGATTG AATTAAATGACTGATGACTGAAGC 128 *AT1G13440

Importin KAF5807756 GCAACAACAATGAAGGATATAGAG AAGTGAAGAGCAACCATTAACC 100 **AT5G19820

Actin2 110909803 AACTATTATGTAAGACTGGCAGAC TCACAACCACTCTCCAACTAC 130 *AT3G18780

SAND 110904297 GGCAGGAACCCCTTTCAC TGGGCTGGGCTTTGTTTG 150 *AT2G28390

EF-1a 110868526 GTTTTGTTATTTGATCCTTGAAGC TTAAACCACCAACTAGCAACTC 110 *AT5G60390

Ubiquitin 110910892 GCTTGTCTTATGTTTGAACTCTTG TTGAAACCTGAATGAACTTGGG 141 *AT4G05320

Pectin acetylesterase CD850746§ AGTTTGGCAGTGGGAATAGCAA TGGATTCGGAAACTCTCCTTCA 210 -

Ferredoxin CD849228§ GCAGTCGTGCTCAGACTTTCC GACCATGATGGCCACCTACAA 175 -

Table 1. Description of the primers used in this work.

* reported by (28) Wang et al., 2014, ** extracted from www. Arabidopsis.org, § reported by Hewezi et al., 2008.
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be sure of the lack of genomic DNA. Integrity of RNA 
was checked on a 1% agarose gel prior to, and after 
DNaseI treatment. 
First strand cDNA synthesis was carried out using 2μg of 
the DNase I-treated RNA using SuperScript III reverse 
transcriptase kit (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) 
according to the manufacturer’s instruction. 
Q-PCR reactions were conducted using a BioRad MJ 
MiniTM Thermal Cycler (California, USA). Reactions 
with a final volume of 20μL contained 4μL of template 
(cDNA or total RNA), 200mM of each primer (1μL of 
mixed 0.5mM forward and reverse primers, Table 1), 
and 10μL of SYBR Green Realq -plus 2X master mix 
(Ampliqon). Thermal profile used was 95 ºC for 10 min; 
40 cycles of 95 °C for 15s, and 60 °C for 1 min. After 40 
cycles, the specificity of the amplifications was checked 
by heating from 60 °C to 95 °C with a ramp speed of 1.9 
°C.min-1, and producing the melting curves. 
Two independent biological replicates were used. 
Reactions with no template were also included as a 
negative control. The quantification cycle (Cq) values 
used for analysis, was calculated by averaging the two 
biological replicates and the two years. Specificity of 
amplification was verified for the lack of primer dimers or 
non-specific amplicons through melting curve analysis.  
To validate the selected reference genes for q-PCR 
normalization, the relative expression of two heat 
responsive genes in sunflower (Table 1) leaves was 
measured in the second planting date (as heat stress 
condition) compared to the first planting date (as 
normal ambient temperature). The normalization was 
done using the most and least stable and also the two 
most stable genes according to the 2-∆∆Ct formula (33).
 
3.4. Pooling Samples and Cq’s
For each year and each biological replicate, 23 samples 
were subjected to q-PCR analysis (Table 2). For pooled 
samples, equal amounts of cDNA from the relevant 
samples were mixed and then subjected to q-PCR 
analysis. Finally, for 10 cases, the Cq of samples was 
pooled, and the pooled data were used for stability 
analysis (Table 2). Pooled samples comprised of the 
tissues for each genotype, planting dates and also all 
tissues for both genotypes and both planting dates.

3.5. Evaluating Candidate Reference Genes Expression 
and Stability
Mean, median, coefficient of variation (CV) and Box-

plot of Cq values in different tissues, planting dates 
and pooled samples were considered basic statistical 
properties of each candidate gene and calculated by 
Mini tab v18. 
Gene expression stability was evaluated via three 
independent algorithms. The geNorm algorithm (34) 
was run using geNorm v3 software. To do this, first 
the minimum Cq in all the candidate reference genes 
and samples was used as a base for calculating relative 
expression according to the geNorm manual. The 
relative expressions were then used as input for geNorm 
software. For the rest of the two algorithms, Cq values 
were directly used as input. A gene stability analysis by 
the NormFinder (35) was performed in the NormFinder 
Excel program. Bestkeeper (36) was used as the third 
gene expression stability algorithm. 

4. Results 

4.1. Identification of Sunflower Candidate Reference 
Genes 
Among the investigated genes, four were protein-
coding genes (Actin2, EF-1a, GAPDH, and Ubiquitin) 
frequently used in expression analysis and recognized 
as good candidates based on previously published 
studies (26, 32). Moreover, one newly used protein-
coding reference gene in planta (SAND) (37) and one 
reference gene in animals (Importin) (30), which have 
been reported as highly stable reference genes in various 
cases and conditions, were also evaluated. These genes 
were subjected to q-PCR and the melting temperature 
analysis, subsequently. For all the investigated genes, 
a single pick was observed in their melting curve (Fig. 
S1) indicating of specificity of the primer’s pairs and 
lack of primer self- and cross- dimers.

4.2. Evaluating the Expression Levels of Reference 
Candidate Genes 
The Cq values were used to provide an overview of 
the expression levels of the candidate genes for all 
tissues, planting dates and pooled samples. The mean 
Cq values of the reference genes, averaged over the 
two years, ranged from 16.9 to 23.8 for different 
samples as shown in Figure 1. The Actin2 was found 
to be the most expressed gene with the lowest mean Cq 
value (16.9±0.23) in leaf followed by the same gene 
(Cq=17.3± 1.1) in root, while EF-1a was expressed at 
the lowest level (23.8± 0.39) in flower tissues. 
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Item for analysis     Composition of items Type of analysis

Individual samples

B-line 19/flower/Planting date 1 Q-PCR

B-line 19/flower/Planting date 2 Q-PCR

B-line1221/flower/Planting date 1 Q-PCR

B-line1221/flower/Planting date 2 Q-PCR

B-line1221/Receptacle base/Planting date 1 Q-PCR

B-line1221/Receptacle base/Planting date 2 Q-PCR

B-line 19/Receptacle base/Planting date 1 Q-PCR

B-line 19/Receptacle base/Planting date 2 Q-PCR

B-line1221/Leaf/Planting date 1 Q-PCR

B-line1221/Leaf/Planting date 2 Q-PCR

B-line 19/Leaf/Planting date 1 Q-PCR

B-line 19/Leaf/Planting date 2 Q-PCR

B-line 19/Root/Planting date 1 Q-PCR

B-line 19/Root/Planting date 2 Q-PCR

B-line1221/Root/Planting date 1 Q-PCR

B-line1221/Root/Planting date 2 Q-PCR

Pooled samples 

B-line 19 at Planting date 1 composed of all tissues Q-PCR

B-line 19 at Planting date 2 composed of all tissues Q-PCR

B-line1221 at Planting date 1 composed of all tissues Q-PCR

B-line1221 at Planting date2 composed of all tissues Q-PCR

First planting date composed of all tissues for both genotypes Q-PCR

Second planting date composed of all tissues for both genotypes Q-PCR

All samples composed of all tissues for both genotypes and both planting dates Q-PCR

Pooled Cq

Reproductive tissues two genotypes + two planting dates Stability analysis

Vegetative tissues two genotypes + two planting dates Stability analysis

B-line 19 two planting dates + all tissues Stability analysis

B-line1221 two planting dates + all tissues Stability analysis

Flower two planting dates for both genotypes Stability analysis

Receptacle base two planting dates for both genotypes Stability analysis

Root two planting dates for both genotypes Stability analysis

Leaf  two planting dates for both genotypes Stability analysis

Reproductive tissues flower and receptacle base of two planting dates for both genotypes Stability analysis

Vegetative tissues leaf and root two planting dates for both genotypes Stability analysis

Table 2. Composition of samples and data subjected to q-PCR and stability analysis.
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Figure 1. Expression levels of six candidate reference genes in different samples. Pooled sample is comprised 
of all tissues, planting dates of all the genotypes. Lines crossing the boxes depict the medians. Crossed circles 
indicate means. Stars indicate outlier data; Boxes indicate the interquartile range. Whiskers represent 95% 
confidence intervals. 
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The other putative reference genes used in the inves-
tigation were moderately expressed, with mean Cq 
values ranging from 17.8 to 23.8. Moreover, Actin2 
showed the least coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.69% in 
its transcript level across all samples and EF-1a showed 
the second least variation in the gene expression with a 
CV of 1.6%. GAPDG was the most variable reference 
gene (CV = 20.0%) in flower tissues (Fig. 1). These 
results clearly indicate that the expression of internal 
control genes varied across the tissues and validating 
reference genes for use in q-PCR normalization is 
therefore necessary.

4.3.  Stability of the Putative Reference Genes
Three famous algorithms used for evaluating gene 
expression stability, i e. geNorm, NormFinder, and 
Bestkeeper were employed on the data sets (Table 2) 
and their results are presented here. 

4.4. GeNorm Analysis
The geNorm algorithm was applied to the expression 
data of all the candidate genes gathered on genotypes, 
planting dates, and sunflower tissues and organs. 
For both planting dates, flower, receptacle base, 
reproductive tissues (pool of Cq values of flower and 
receptacle base), maximum stability index, M, were 
observed for Actin2 and EF-1a (Fig. 2D-2G and 
Table S1). Moreover, Actin2, followed by SAND and 
EF-1a, were the most stable candidates in vegetative 
tissues (pool of Cq values of leaf and root) (Table S1). 
Stability analysis for the two genotypes led to different 
results in such a way that Actin2 and EF-1a were 
identified as the most stable reference genes in B-line 
19, while SAND, followed by Actin2, was recognized 
as the most stable one in BF-line 1221 (Fig. 2H-2I). 
Finally, when all the samples were pooled into a single 
body, Actin2 and EF-1a were commonly identified as 
the most stable candidates (Table S1 and Fig. 2A).

4.5. The Effect of Planting Date ×Genotype Interaction 
on Behavior Stability of Candidates
According to the geNorm algorithm results (Table S1 
and Fig. 2), the most stable reference gene in the four 
pooled samples, planting dates and genotypes was 
Actin2. Nevertheless, when the geNorm stability index 
for the second most stable and the most unstable reference 
genes were graphed for the mentioned samples, shifts in 
their behaviors were observed (Fig. 3). For the second 

most stable genes, the stability index of the first planting 
date in the Bline-1221 genotype was lower than that for 
the second planting date. Nevertheless, their ranking 
order was shifted in Bline-19.  The same type of shits 
was observed for the most unstable reference gene. The 
shift in position of different levels of one factor (i e. 
planting dates) across the levels of other factor is called 
interaction effect (38). 

4.6. Determining Optimum Number of Reference Genes
It has been advised to use the geometric mean of 
expression of at least three reference genes for gene 
expression normalization (34). In order to find the 
minimum number of reference genes, we calculated 
pairwise variations (𝑉𝑛⁄𝑉𝑛 + 1) by the geNorm software.  
Vandesompele et al. (34) suggested a cut of value 
of Vn/Vn+1<0.15 means that the addition of more 
reference gene would have no significant contribution 
to normalization in q-PCR data analysis. As shown in 
Figure 4, a reduction in the variation was observed from 
V2/3 to V3/4 for B-line1221, the first planting date, root, 
and leaf tissues. The reduction was observed from V3/4 
to V4/5 for the rest of the samples and the all samples 
pooled. These indicate that for data normalization in 
the first planting date, root, and leaf, three reference 
genes and for reproductive-related tissues and second 
planting date four reference genes are sufficient for gene 
expression normalization in the sunflower.

4.7. Norm Finder Analysis 
The Norm Finder analysis was used as another 
algorithm to evaluate the gene expression stability of 
the candidates. The analysis indicated that Actin2 was 
the most stable candidate gene for seven out of 11 
samples. However, EF-1a was identified as the most 
stable candidate for B-line19, receptacle base, and 
reproductive tissues. Importin was identified as the 
most stable one for root (Table S1). 

4.8. Best Keeper Analysis
The results obtained for stability analysis using the 
Best Keeper algorithm revealed that Actin2 had the 
most expression stability in B-line1221, planting date 
1, receptacle base, and leaf and vegetative tissues. EF-
1a were the most stable candidate for B-line19, flower 
tissue and reproductive tissues. Moreover, SAND 
and Importin identified to be the stable candidate for 
planting date 2 and root, respectively (Table S1).
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Figure 2. Stability analysis using GeNorm algorithm. A)The analysis was performed for pooled samples, two 
vegetative tissues: B) leaf and C) root, two reproductive tissues: D) receptacle base and E) flower, two planting 
dates: F) date 1 and G) date 2, two sunflower inbred lines: H) B-line 1221 and I) B-line 19. Vertical axis shows 
average expression stability values (M) and the genes are arranged on the horizontal axis in each panel from the 
most stable (left side) to the least stable (right side) ones. 

4.9. Validation of the Selected Reference Genes
To validate the effectiveness of the selected reference 
genes, the expression patterns of two heat responsive 
genes, CD850746 and CD849228 were analyzed. The 
genes have been reported to be upregulated upon heat 
stress in the sunflower leaves (39). Q-PCR analysis of 
leaves samples under heat stress showed that the relative 

expressions were 4.8 and 2.85 for CD850746 and 
CD849228, respectively (39).  In the present investigation, 
the expression patterns of the two genes were calculated 
in heat stress condition (ambient temperature around 
40 °C) relative to the normal temperature (ambient 
temperature around 30 °C). 
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Figure 3. The effect of planting date ×genotype interaction on behavior stability of six candidate reference 
genes according to geNorm algorithm. The geNorm stability index of the second most stable A) and the most 
unstable B) reference genes were plotted for BF1221 and B-line19. Crossing of the line connected planting 
dates indicate interactions between the genotypes and the planting dates.

Figure 4. Pairwise variation (Vn/Vn+1) was analyzed to find optimal number of reference genes for accurate 
gene expression normalization for q-PCR data.  The analysis was performed on 6 candidate reference genes 
by geNorm software. Dashed line shows the cut of value so that Vn/Vn+1<0.15 means that the addition of more 
reference gene would have no significant contribution to normalization in q-PCR data analysis. D1 and D2 stands 
for the first and second planting date, respectively. All data refers to pooling all tissues from the two genotypes 
and two planting dates into a unit sample.
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The transcript abundances of these genes were 
normalized based on the most stable, the most two stables 
and the most unstable reference genes under normal 
temperature (Actin2, Actin2 + EF-1a, and Ubiquitin, 
respectively) and those under heat stress condition 
(Actin2, Actin2 + EF-1a, and GAPDG). Fluctuation in the 
relative transcript abundance is indicated by the standard 
error bars (Fig. 5). The relative expression analysis for 
both heat responsive genes showed high standard error 
bars when the most unstable reference genes was used. 
The fluctuation in the relative gene expression was 
reduced when the most stable reference genes was used 
as normalizer. Interestingly, for both tested heat stress 
responsive genes, when the two most stable reference 
genes used for normalization, the least fluctuations in the 
relative gene expression were observed (Fig. 5).

5. Discussion
The normalization procedure based on reference genes 
is a crucial step in transcriptomics-related experiments 

Figure 5. Validation of selected reference genes under heat stress condition. Relative expression of A) 
CD850746 and B) CD849228 in the sunflower leave at heat stress condition compared to normal ambient 
temperature was calculated after normalization based on the most stable, the two most stable and the most unstable 
reference genes. Under normal temperature Actin2, Actin2 + EF-1a, and Ubiquitin were the most stable, the two 
most stable and the most unstable reference genes, respectively. Under heat stress condition, Actin2, Actin2+ EF-
1a, and GAPDG were the most stable, the two most stable and the most unstable reference genes, respectively. 
Relative gene expression analysis was performed according to the ……Bars indicate the standard errors (n=3). 

(40-42). Genes proposed to be as references should meet 
at least two criteria: having moderate to high expression 
level (43) and stability in expression over developmental 
stages (44) and environmental conditions (25). 
Although it is simple to report and use a single unique 
gene for performing expression analysis in a species, the 
normalization results are far from reality. Usually, the 
reference genes are chosen from housekeeping genes 
such as Actin, Ubiquitin, tubulin, importin, GAPDH, 
Elongation factor (EF) subunits, and Ribosomal genes, 
involved in basic cellular functions and structures. 
These genes are supposed to be constitutively and stably 
expressed in varying physiological and experimental 
conditions (7). Nevertheless, environmental conditions 
(25) and developmental stages (44) usually shift the 
housekeeping expression patterns. This necessitates 
performing precise expression analysis under various 
environmental conditions and developmental stages for 
each species to find the most stable housekeeping genes 
to be used as a reference in gene normalization. 
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Factors such as variation in the amount of input total 
RNA, the efficiency of cDNA synthesis, and mRNA 
degradation significantly affect gene expression measure-
ment via q-PCR. Selecting and using appropriate refere-
nce genes have been proposed to reduce theses effects 
during gene expression analysis in q-PCR (45). In 
the present paper, the expression stability of six 
candidate reference genes over different organs and 
environmental conditions was investigated in the 
sunflower.
The experiments were performed under field conditions 
and repeated for two years. Thus, our results seem to be 
closer to the real situation compared with most of the 
experiments performed under controlled conditions (Table 
S2). The results obtained under field conditions increase 
the levels of complexity for selecting appropriate reference 
genes (46); nevertheless, repeating the experiments in 
different years attenuates environmentally inevitable 
variations and makes the results more confident (38).
To the best of our knowledge, all the expression analysis 
experiments performed on sunflower vegetation and 
reproductive tissues under various developmental 
stages or environmental conditions have employed 
almost one reference gene, Actin, for normalization 
(Table S2). The stability of some reference genes was 
reported to be affected by experimental conditions (47). 
In expression analysis platforms (such as array-based 
methods (32) and RNASeq analysis studies), q-PCR 
on a subset of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) is 
usually used to confirm the expression analysis results 
(Table S2). 
Whole plant expression analysis (done by pooling all 
plant tissues and organs and measuring the expression 
of many genes) may be used in the near future as a tool 
in biological systems (48). To this end, having reference 
genes with general high stability in expression will be 
highly demanded. In our experiment, we mixed all the 
samples from both two genotypes, planting dates, and 
their relevant tissues and investigated the expression 
stability of the six candidate reference genes. All the three 
methods used for gene expression stability indicated 
Actin2 as the most stable candidate. Ochogavía et al. 
(13) evaluated the stability of 10 new and conventional 
reference genes and found that Actin, an unknown 
protein, and EF-1a were the most stable genes in all 
the samples. Nevertheless, when the validating the 
expression of many genes through q-PCR is the mater 
of interest (as proposed by Vandesompele et al. (34), 

normalization based on more than one reference gene is 
demanding. We recommend that geometric mean of Cq 
of four reference genes of Actin2, EF-1a, SAND, and 
Importin, as the four most stable candidates, be used to 
normalize gene expression in mixed samples.
In the present experiment, we mimicked the temperature 
changes by managing planting dates. The plants 
cultivated at the first and second planting dates were 
exposed to ambient temperatures of 32 ± 2 °C and 40 ± 1 
°C at the beginning of anthesis, respectively. The effect 
of ambient temperatures on the expression stability of 
candidate genes is shown in Figure 2. Based on the 
geNorm algorithm, Actin2, EF-1a, and SAND at 32±2 
°C and Actin2, EF-1a, and Importin at 40±1 °C were 
identified as the three most stable candidates (Table S1). 
Thus, based on the recommendation of Vandesompele 
et al. (34), it is proposed to use the geometric mean 
of Actin2, EF-1a, and SAND Cq’s for the expression 
normalization in normal temperature (32±2 °C) and 
Actin2, EF-1a, and Importin for normalization in high 
temperature (40±1 °C) at the beginning of anthesis. 
However, as Actin2 was nominated by the three 
algorithms as the most stable reference gene, this gene 
is offered as an expression normalizer when a limited 
number of genes are subjected to expression analysis at 
various ambient temperatures. Actin and EF1 have been 
frequently employed as reference genes in sunflower 
(49-52). 
In most of the investigations performed on reference 
genes identifications, usually one genotype (53, 54) 
or pools of different genotypes (43) were subjected to 
various treatments or sampled in various developmental 
stages (55, 56). This has created ambiguity in reporting 
a set of reference genes for the investigated materials. 
We observed presence of genotype × planting date 
interactions on the second most stable and the most 
unstable reference genes. These observations elucidate 
presence of the effect of different genetic backgrounds 
on the behavior stability of reference genes. As the 
ranking of the three most stable candidates changed 
over the two genotypes (Table S1), for any number of 
genes under study, it is highly recommended to utilize 
the geometric mean of Actin2, EF-1a, and SAND Cq’s 
for normalization when different genotypes are under 
investigations. 
Tissue-specific gene expression was observed for the 
reference genes. While the most three stable reference 
genes for flower tissues were Actin2, EF-1a, and SAND, 
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those for leaf tissues were Actin2, SAND, and Importin. 
It has been reported in sunflower that while ETIF5 
was one of the most stable genes in vegetative tissues, 
it exhibited the worst stability among reproductive 
tissues (13).
Ochogavía et al. (13) evaluated the stability in the 
expression of 10 reference genes in vegetative and 
reproductive tissues of the sunflower and found that 
the three and five most stable reference genes should 
be used for normalizations for sunflower vegetative 
and reproductive tissues, respectively. However, in the 
present investigation, we suggest that the three and 
four most stable reference genes to be employed for 
normalization. The genes are Actin2, EF-1a, Importin, 
and SAND for reproductive tissues, and Actin2, SAND, 
and EF-1a for vegetative tissues. 
Suitability of the evaluated reference genes was 
assessed through expression analysis of two heat stress-
responsive genes. The relative expression analysis of 
these two genes in the sunflower leaves in planting date 
2 compared to that in planting date 1 were normalized 
according to the most stable, the two most stable and 
the most unstable reference genes. We observed that 
the relative transcript abundance of both genes showed 
high vitiation when normalization was done based on 
the most unstable reference genes. The variation in the 
relative gene expression patterns was reduced when 
stable reference genes used for the gene expression 
normalization. These results indicates that the identified 
reference genes are suitable for transcript normalization 
in the sunflower under the heat stress condition. 
We used three different algorithms for evaluating 
the gene expression stabilities. These algorithms use 
different mathematical and statistical models. Usually, 
these different algorithms differently rank the reference 
genes according to their analytical principles. As there 
are no definite criteria to select the best algorithm, 
the three algorithms have been utilized in most all the 
researches performed in the field of reference gene 
stability analysis. Nevertheless, because of its dual 
function in the gene expression stability analysis and 
determining the optimal number of reference genes, 
researchers usually refer to the geNorm results when 
discrepancies are observed among the algorithms 
results. 

6. Conclusions
The expression stability of six candidate reference genes 

was surveyed in two sunflower genotypes, two planting 
dates, and vegetative and reproductive tissues using 
three different algorithms. For the first time, Importin 
was evaluated as a reference candidate in planta and 
proposed as one of the three most stable reference 
genes for heat stress experiments (i e. planting date 2) 
and leaf tissue. Although Actin2 was identified as the 
most stable gene in all samples based on at least one 
algorithm, for reproductive tissues, geometric mean of 
Actin2, EF-1a, SAND, and Importin, and for vegetative 
tissues, that of Actin2, SAND, and EF-1a is proposed for 
normalization. At planting date 1 and 2, respectively, 
sets of three genes of Actin2, SAND, and EF-1a and 
four genes of Actin2, EF-1a, Importin, and SAND are 
advised to be used to calculate normalization factors. 
Genotype × planting date interaction and tissue specific 
gene expression was observed for the reference genes.
In the present research, proper reference genes for 
normalization of gene expression studies under heat stress 
conditions were introduced. Moreover, the presence of 
genotype-by-planting date interaction effects and tissue 
specific gene expression pattern on the behavior of the 
most three stable reference genes was indicated.
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